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	As business modeling becomes mainstream, every year more and more companies and government agencies are creating models of their businesses. But creating good business models is not a simple endeavor. Business modeling requires new skills.

	

	Written by two business modeling experts, this book shows you how to make your business modeling efforts successful. It provides in-depth coverage of each of the four distinct business modeling disciplines, helping you master them all and understand how to effectively combine them. It also details best practices for working with subject matter experts. And it shows how to develop models, and then analyze, simulate, and deploy them. This is essential, authoritative information that will put you miles ahead of everyone who continues to approach business modeling haphazardly.

	

	* Provides in-depth coverage of the four business modeling disciplines:

	process modeling, motivation modeling, organization modeling, and rules modeling.

	

	* Offers guidance on how to work effectively with subject matter experts and how to run business modeling workshops.

	

	* Details today's best practices for building effective business models, and describes common mistakes that should be avoided.

	

	* Describes standards for each business modeling discipline.

	

	* Explains how to analyze, simulate, and deploy business models.

	

	* Includes examples both from the authors' work with clients and from a single running example that spans the book.
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The Headcount Solution : How to Cut Compensation Costs and Keep Your Best PeopleMcGraw-Hill, 2002
For even the toughest executive, downsizing or restructuring a business is a  sobering, difficult experience. No company can survive this type of crisis  without holding on to its best people—the ones with industry-specific technical,  manufacturing, or marketing expertise. However, when a business crisis forces  layoffs, there is a...
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Don't Make Me Think: A Common Sense Approach to Web Usability, 2nd Edition (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2005
Even if every Web site could afford a usability expert (which they can't), there just aren't enough of us to go around. So I tried to boil down what I've learned over the years (principles like "Don't make me think" and "Get rid of half the words on each page, then get rid of half of what's left") into a short, profusely...
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ReSharper EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Make your Microsoft Visual Studio work smarter with ReSharper


	Overview

	
		Discover the most useful features of ReSharper and how to implement them effectively
	
		Find out what is wrong with your code and use quick fixes to eliminate errors and code smells
	
		A practical guide to...
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Guidelines for Human Embryonic Stem Cell ResearchNational Academy Press, 2005
(National Research Council and Institute of Medicine) Presents the   Committee on Guidelines for Human Embryonic Stem Cell Research's findings   and recommendations. The guidelines are intended to enhance the integrity   of privately funded research and covers the ethical concerns surrounding   hES cell research and what scientists can do to...
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Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2005: T-SQL QueryingMicrosoft Press, 2006
A comprehensive, hands-on reference for database developers and administrators, this book focuses on advanced querying techniques using Transact-SQL (T-SQL), the database programming language built into SQL Server. Includes code and table examples. 

       Key Book Benefits: 

	Delivers practical, hands-on guidance on...
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Murach's Java Servlets and JSP, 2nd EditionMike Murach & Associates, 2008

	Ever since the late 1990s when Java servlets and JavaServer Pages (JSPs) came into widespread use, web site developers have been switching from CGI scripting languages to servlets and JSPs. As a result, there has been tremendous growth in the use of servlets and JSPs. Today, there's little doubt that scrvlet and JSP technology is here to...
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